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A Munsoft client with the Financial Management Application and the Munsoft Spatial Application at their disposal, has the tools in place to

draw the Circular 93 report for submission to Treasury.

This document describes the matching process and reports available to you to analyse and correct any anomalies that appear in your data, to

ensure that the information you are extracting from the financial system accurately matches the GV and SV Valuation Roll information,

reflecting the municipality’s current position as required for reporting to Treasury. The options for additional help available to you should you

require assistance are also listed.

Once the internal Valuation Reconciliation process is complete, Municipalities are required to submit the final valuation reconciliation report to

linda.kruger@treasury.gov.za or must be uploaded by approved registered users using the LG Upload Portal at:

https://lguploadportal.treasury.gov.za/

For any assistance with the reconciliation process, please feel free to contact us on support@munsoft.co.za

1.  INTRODUCTION

mailto:linda.kruger@treasury.gov.za
https://lguploadportal.treasury.gov.za/
mailto:support@munsoft.co.za


PROCESS OVERVIEW



2.  CIRCULAR 93 PROCESS

CIRCULAR 93 SAMPLE REPORT

In the Valuations Data, one of the 12 Category Descriptions

(above left) have been assigned to each property in the

municipality.

In contrast, the financial system has 58 distinct possibilities

in the Rating Category field assigned to properties and these

may or may not match the Valuation roll descriptions.

Below is a sample of the distinct combinations found in

FS191, drawn from a Spatial Layer called Valuation/Rating

category (XREF):



3.  UPDATE THE “MATCHING” FIELD IN “VALUATION/RATING CATEGORY” SPATIAL TABLE

Spatial Layer Valuation/Rating category (XREF) sample data uses the field name, mt / cat / val to interpret the category descriptions based

on your input Y/N/U. This is what the Layer looks like in

Spatial:

If this field is set to U, (Undefined) you will need to decide

(Y or N) and action accordingly. Use the “Match Val / Rate

Category” column to indicate Y / N where the Valuation

Land use and Fin Rating Category column entries mean the

same thing. e.g., CHURCH = PLACE OF WORSHIP.

Y indicates that you agree that, for example, CHURCH in

FMS matches to PLACE OF WORSHIP in Valuations, for

the purposes of the Circular 93 report.

However, if you set the Matching field to N, you would need

to correct it in FMS as well.

NOTE: Ensure that you have the necessary layers available

in your workspace for this process. If not, use the “Layer

Actions” at the top of your Layers panel to add them.

See help article Working with Workspaces

https://help.1map.co.za/knowledge/working-with-workspaces


4.  INVESTIGATE “N” COMBINATIONS

Investigate “N” combinations at individual property level and correct in the FMS to align with the Valuation descriptions

Set “Active Layer” to “Compare Valuation (External vs In Financial system)”

Set Filter to Compare (U) an make a first pass setting all the obvious ones to Y, and potential mismatches to N.

Now set the filter to Compare (N) and investigate.

For example, in row 1:

Stand 44, Municipal account

number 0003005278 Valuation

has categorised it as BUSINESS,

but in has been marked as

RESIDENSIEEL 1 in FMS.

Visually inspect the property

using aerial photography (25cm

if available) base layer in the

map panel.

To find out more about it, click

on the Sub-Layers button above

the map:



The Account Details sub layer has this described as Account

type HOUSEHOLD, but 1map Valuations sub layer has a

comment calling it a Creche. The Location Address sub

layer confirms its address, and the Valuation Financial

Systems sub layer has the rates category set to

RESIDENSIEEL 1.

It is up to you to determine which is correct. Is the creche a

business which should be charged at a different rate?

Resolve these questions and update your financial system

entry accordingly. Alternatively, if you are happy that the

rates should be charged as Residential 1, then add a comment

into the Remarks field in this table explaining the

discrepancy

Where you decide that the Valuation category is wrong,

this should be communicated to the Valuer to correct in

subsequent Valuation Roll.

Work through each entry in the grid and correct the

information or comment where necessary.



5.  5-WAY MATCH REPORT EXAMPLE



SPATIAL LAYERS TO LOOK AT BASED ON THE 5-WAY MATCH REPORT

These highlight differences between the Municipal property, deeds, valuation, and SG map data sources

Look at the layer called “Compare Municipal property, deeds, valuation, and SG map” where the records are grouped together in filters highlighting specific problems:

e.g., Records not in Municipal Financial System, Records not in the GV/SV Valuation Roll Layer, and records which have entries in other systems (SG, Deeds) but are not matched to

MFS and/or Valuation.

6.  RECORDS NOT IN MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM

06)  ONLY IN VAL

During valuation, the valuer may identify properties which do not appear in the deeds register. Such properties must be investigated, especially if there is a value attached, as this could

represent lost revenue.

For example: Filter 06 - Has 14 entries: See entry 1 stand 513 portion 1 to portion 7. It appears that the portion number has been repeated in unit column by mistake



Use the sub-layers function to see what the account details are for each record that is presented in the valuation roll, but not matched in your financial data, and correct it accordingly:

Account no attached to portion 1 is 0003008352 but portion 2 etc have no account numbers matched. Resolve the issues in the unit number column so these records can be matched. (On

further inspection you will find in the valuation data includes stand 513 which a Sectional Scheme with 8 units, with no matching entries in FMS. Correcting this here will then match

these to the corresponding SS entries in Valuations.)



10)  IN SG AND VAL ONLY

As the property appears in the Valuation roll, the municipality could charge rates, but the Deeds record is proof of ownership, which is required to confirm that the correct owner is being

billed.

In FS191 case study, 282 properties are listed

16)  IN DEEDS AND VAL ONLY

If missing in Municipal, a registered property with a market value is not being billed for rates. No properties fall into this group for this case study.

22)  IN SG, DEEDS AND VAL ONLY

Registered property valued and missing in the municipal system. If not owned by the municipality and with a market value, this may be revenue which is not being realised.

There are 1098 properties in this filter. The majority are in the Rating category of Municipal or Agricultural, with a zero Market value in FMS but have a value in the Valuation data.

These should be verified and, if necessary, corrected in FMS.

However, there are examples (see below) where, for example, a residential property has a value in Valuations but is zero in FMS. These too, should be verified and corrected in FMS.



7.  RECORDS NOT IN VALUATION ROLL

04)  ONLY IN MUN

The municipality provides services, yet it appears that the property is not registered. This is often the case with fast-track RDP developments. The downside is

that although the municipality may be paid for services, they cannot charge rates. Once the properties are registered in the names of the new beneficiaries, rates

may be charged. In KZN, you need to follow up, and make sure you at least have a Valuation entry for these properties, so a rate can be determined.

IN this case study, 4341 properties are listed in this filter. Here is a sample:



08)  ONLY IN MUNICIPAL FINANCE AND SG NOT IN DEEDS, NOT IN VALUATIONS

Here's an example (page 50 of 97 of 4836 records listed in this filter):Check if there is a problem with the unit numbers, as the aerial photo shows what

appears to be a single dwelling. Use sub-layers to determine the account number

of owner/tenant of the property.

Only stand 163 with portion number 0 has a valuation (R770 000) There are 8 entries for this property, four use the "In Use" address 81 de Villiers, three

use the "Alternative" address on Brand street as it's a corner stand and 1 incorrectly calls it 86 Brand street.

As you investigate one record, you may pick up patterns of issues that occur on multiple records in the financial system so although there are 4836 items

listed in this filter, there may be a common problem that can be corrected for multiple records.



Using a different "Sort by" which sorts the records by SG key and unit, the following screenshot shows records with unit numbers attached to this property, but unit numbers make no sense

here, as it appears to be a single dwelling. Investigate why these unit numbers were entered in the financial system record and correct this.



14)  IN MUN AND DEEDS ONLY

If missing in Valuation, we're missing the Market value required to calculate rates.

7 records appear in this filter in this case study.

The DEEDS history records have a zero value and should be ignored but check whether their presence influences the tally.

20)  IN SG, MUN AND DEEDS ONLY

Missing in Valuation, being the source of market value required to calculate the rates.

In this case study there are 120 entries in this filter. Some are DEEDS History records, but many are farms with a Market value in FMS but have not been matched

to a Valuation record.

These farms must be researched and linked to the Valuation record so that they appear in the Circular 93 report. See sample below:



8.  OTHER FILTERS

These filters are informed from the SG and Deeds datasets. Correction of records that fall within these filters is a longer process and can be addressed at a later stage.

(Filters dealing with District data comparison are omitted as not applicable here.)

02)  ONLY IN SG

05)  ONLY IN DEEDS

Survey approved and not yet registered. If inspection of aerial photography indicates that development has taken place, this should be investigated.

1972 entries in this filter.

If in deeds, in theory, the property must also be on the valuation roll. If not, there is either a problem in the deed’s records (perhaps a replaced deed which should be removed as an active

deed record) or the municipal valuation dept failed to identify a newly registered property. In case study, see the Map Remarks (SG) field for more information. There are 51 entries here.



09)  IN SG AND DEEDS ONLY

15)  IN MUN AND VAL ONLY

In deeds, implies that it should be in the valuation roll. Once added to the valuation roll, depending on land use, the municipality could potentially charge rates.

98 entries

If missing in Deeds, we cannot confirm legal ownership.

122 entries

21)  IN SG, MUN AND VAL ONLY

Missing in deeds, required for market value.

8756 entries



26)  IN MUN, DEEDS AND VAL ONLY

30)  IN SG, MUN AND VAL ONLY

Almost as good as (30) below. The key information is available, the only disadvantage is that we're unable to represent the property spatially

Most properties should fall in this group. Perfect, the property is included in all four of the key datasets.

23751 entries, no intervention required, except to confirm the matching of the Valuation Category description to the Fin Category description. (See earlier discussion of the Spatial Layer

Valuation/Rating category (XREF).



9.  VALUATION EXCEEDS MARKET VALUE FILTER

In this case study, 83 properties are highlighted in this filter to be investigated for possible loss of revenue due to understated market value in FMS. Here is an extract:

10.  VALUATION DUPLICATES FILTER

This filter highlights any property where the distinct key (SG Key) appears more than once in the valuation records tally. Either one of the entries shouldn’t be there, or the SG Key for one 

of these entries is incorrect and it should be present under a different SG Key. These need to be investigated and fixed.



11.  OTHER ISSUES

There are several other issues that give rise to discrepancies in the Circular 93 Recon Report, and these can be identified using the 5-Way Match Report and its associated Layer

in Spatial:

Errors in financial system data can be caused by incorrect:

• Suburb/Town code,

• Stand,

• Portion,

• Unit numbers

Which causes entries to be mismatched against the:

• Deeds,

• SG and

• Valuation (GV/SV) Layers

And gives rise to entries which can’t be mapped on the spatial Map Panel:

Under Municipal Management >Properties> see the Unmapped Properties Layer, and use the filter “Mapped NO (with Active Accounts)” which lists 1363 unmapped entries for this

municipality
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